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Introduction
The meaning of energy to humans has changed dramatically over time,
particularly the last couple of centuries. Once human understand how to generate
the energy for things that they had not even known possible back then, energy
started to shape our lives and behaviour and our lives have been shaping the
energy usage and future of energy.
We are living in an era that the effects of huge spike of energy usage rate in
the last century can be seen and act accordingly. As a result, scientists keep trying
to utilize external energy sources into our life for not only making a good use of
them, but also our lives easier.
Nowadays, we are living in the world of batteries. Whenever we are on the
go, we use a device that contains battery. We do not even realize how dependent
we are on them until they are dead. Their deficiencies can be overcome in the
future.
Ultracapacitors are another energy storage technology that offers high
power density, almost instant recharging and very long lifetimes. Despite having
developed for more than a decade, ultracapacitor technology has developed
rapidly in recent years. Also connected with advancement in nanotechnology,
ultracapacitor are able to deliver significant benefits.
Main difference between batteries and ultracapacitors is that batteries store
energy via chemical reaction, while it is thanks to electric field in ultracapacitors. It
allows them to recharge and discharge much faster than batteries. They can last
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over a million recharges and have very little internal resistance, which makes their
lifespan and efficiency outstanding. They can work extreme conditions much more
stable and they are significantly better when it comes to power boost.
Considering the advantages of ultracapacitors, emerging technologies and
major trends will be further reviewed.

Concept Development
After having the conclusions at the end of research phase, next step is taking
a deeper look into them in terms of emerging technologies and trends related to
the research subject.

Wearables
Smart wearables offer many
opportunities for tackling challenges.
Especially in healthcare, such as
patient monitoring or emergency
management, smart wearables have
been in conversation for providing
solutions in many areas. The
European Parliament Scientific and
Technology Assessment Panel
identifies wearables as one of the ten
technologies that will change our
lives. Market for wearables has
forecasted to increase five times in 10
years.
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Climb8

Obviously the most significant attribute of smart wearables is being able to
gather data by tracking movements, state of environment, real time monitoring and
much more. When combining it with other advanced technologies such as virtual
or augmented reality, internet of things or artificial intelligence, smart wearables
look to be very promising in terms of next generation human-device relationship.
Mountains have their fair share of focus on smart wearables. Extreme
conditions have been a subject of research due to its nature.

ICEdot

One of the smart wearables for this particular condition is Clim8. Thanks to
weaving tiny sensors directly into yarn, it is able to monitor skin temperature and
activity level, analyze the surroundings and body needs and regulate the body
heat by matching the comfort needs. It also has its own app, which allows user to
take a look into information and have control over.
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Another smart wearable for rough conditions is ICEdot. It is an emergency
identification and notification that provides first responders with critical health
information. It offers protection for adventurers and enthusiasts such as skiers or
snowboarders, who like to often push their limits. It gives user the option to share
as little as emergencies or as much information like exact location and route any
given time.
When it comes extreme conditions in mountains, avalanche is undoubtedly
one of the most dangerous situations. When caught in an avalanche, the degree of
getting buried in the snow is the most important factor of staying alive. As a
relatively new safety device, avalanche airbags aim to prevent people getting
buried in the snow, hence, increasing the chance of survival. They consist of
backpack or vest with inflatable parts.

Avalanche Airbag

In the event of an avalanche, user can manually deploy it with an instant
activation. Avalanche airbags work on the principle known as inverse segregation,
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which simply claims that larger particles are sorted towards surface, while smaller
ones sink to bottom. Using an airbag during an avalanche essentially turns the user
into larger object and increases the chances of staying on top of the pile
dramatically.
There are two activation types available for avalanche airbag packs. First
one is canister, which holds highly pressurized gas that is used to inflate the airbag.
It can be used once during the trip, and there is a need to buy a new canister or
pump the old one with gas.
Another one is battery operated fan system to inflate the airbag. After usage,
the fan can vacuum the air back and deflate the air inside. It can be used multiple
times during one trip. Electric activation has several advantages over canister, such
as airbag deflation after use, allowing multiple use and being able to overcoming
tears.

Augmented Reality and Gaming
Augmented reality has been in the conversatıon as one of the major trends
with its distinct but related partner virtual reality. By definition, it is different than
virtual one as augmented reality is view of a real-world environment, but the view
is augmented by the computer generated information that has multi-sensory
modalities such as visual and auditory. It can be said that augmented reality is just
a layer of extra information and artificial objects added to our perception of the real
world. This is the reason augmented reality makes much more sense outside than
virtual one, since it can change and enhance an already-enjoyable physical world.
Mountains are an ideal fit to the above-mentioned description. There are
already mobile apps in the use that connect mountains and augmented reality.
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Skyline is one of them and it can guide users to mountains by showing landscape
information including peaks, lakes, cliffs, bays and hiking route illustrations.

Skyline App

Gaming is another major trend and even calling it trend could be an
understatement; it has simply exploded over the past few years. Thanks to
never-ending development of computer technologies, gaming experience has
constantly been reaching to new levels. Not only computer hardware such as
processors and graphic cards, but also monitors and televisions are drastically
better than what they were a decade ago. Needless to say, these are directly
connected and both are equally vital for gamers. As hardware keeps getting better,
they also get diversified. Computers have seen their popularity go down as game
consoles took over the reigns. Surely, having quality picture does not guarantee
staying inside all the time, as technologies like virtual reality and augmented reality
has been taking the gaming experience another level by offering new dimensions
into our lives.
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The addition of online gaming into this equation has worked wonders.
Games have been more and more started to design in a way that unlocking
achievements in a single player game and climbing the ladder step by step
became a well-designed reflection of human life. When it comes to online gaming,
it is all about competition. It has never been so easy to play either with friends or
global, online gaming is in the golden era right now.

E-sports World Championship

Nowadays, from global tournaments to world cups, what is called e-sports
currently has already claimed its spot in the market. Numbers do not lie: during the
4 week world championship, over 300 million viewers tuned in online to watch the
tournament. Estimated market value in 2020 is well over a billion dollars. Live
streaming the games and let people watch the walkthrough became an instant
phenomenon and even though it might sound strange to people who have never
heard of it, watching other people playing video games is a real deal.
The final concept is finalized in the light of the research that has been
conducted and evaluation of the major trends in the world.
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Final Concept
Summary
After a user-centred concept generation phase, a hot trend of gaming and
augmented reality and cold mountains are connected and the concept is finalized:
Skadi is an intelligent service platform that offers an unforgettable mountain skiing
experience for users.
Skadi equipment for every individual user consists of goggles, earphones
and a vest. The goggles and earphones ensure an outstanding augmented reality
experience to users, while multisensor-equipped vest can measure gather data as
well as give feedback to beginner level users. Competent skiers can choose and
play a variety of games.

How It Works
Skadi is an intelligent service platform and its equipment can be rented out
upon arrival to ski resort. Just before riding the ski lift to top of the hill, users can
choose their next experience out of many possible ones, thanks to the Skadi station
located next to the lift. On the way downhill, smart Skadi set will perform depends
on the experience users would like to have. After they finish the path, they can line
up at the entrance of the ski lift again. They then are able to recharge their set on
the Skadi station and choose their next experience on the screen. The cycle can go
on for as long as the users please.
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Skadi Stations
The Skadi stations are placed at the entrance of ski lifts. After renting their
Skadi kits from the ticket office, the next stop for users is to take the lift to top of
the hill. When they line up to wait ski lift, they have their opportunity to interact
with the Skadi station. Users are able to choose their next experience on the screen
and meanwhile recharge their Skadi set instantly. Afterwards, they can enjoy the
lift to top and then their newly augmented reality experience takes place on their
way downhill.

Skadi Stations

After they complete the path, they can line up once more, recharge their
Skadi set at the entrance of ski lift while choosing their brand new experience on
Skadi station.
Skadi offers a variety of experiences for different user groups.
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First of all, beginners have a chance to improve their skills with education
mode. Thanks to the smart vest, Skadi is able to analyze the body posture and
skiing technique of the users and give them instant feedbacks via earphones.
Whenever users do not have proper shoulder alignment or too much upper body
leaning forward or backward, they get the warning to correct their posture. They
also hear the approvals when they perfectly execute the proper skiing technique.
In this insanely fast communication era that makes people access information
on-demand, self ski learning classes are right par with the major trends.

Skadi Station Screen

Skadi also offers several games to users who want more action on the slope.
Escape 007 is a game that users can play as James Bond. On their way
down, they need to escape their way out of the enemies, their attacks with
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gunshots and bombs. While explosions all around, players try to avoid them and
reach the endpoint.
Pickit is a game based on simply picking the targets and collecting points.
Continuous circles can be seen on the augmented reality goggles and players
need to go through as many of them as possible. It is a game for intermediate
skiers who passed the beginner level but not quite advanced level.
Razzle Dazzle is a game for those advanced players. As also implied by the
name of the game, it can be best played at paths that have slight bumps down the
road for freestyling and pulling off trick moves. Players can either do their own
moves and check out how they did afterwards, or can join a competition and do the
moves that they are informed on the way and they can see their score on the
leaderboard after they are done. The sensors all around the vest makes it possible
for Skadi to analyze the trick moves in terms of body movement and time spent on
air and how well they are completed at the end.

Equipment
The goggles are responsible the visual part of the set. They have a section
on each side: Right side has what is called the brain. This part includes the key
hardware and software components of processor, sensors and display unit and
also a camera. The markerless augmented reality system brings high level quality
and stability to the table. After capturing the real world footage and it is then
processed and given the references on where to locate the additional virtual
objects. GPS, accelerometer, magnetometer and barometric sensors put on a
robust performance on placing the virtual objects, specific locations or landmarks
in the ski resort also helps them perform better. Processors work as their name
implies and process this information and the outcome of integrating virtual objects
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into the world after giving them necessary kinematics depending on the game is
then reflected back to the goggles.
Left side of the goggles has the energy unit, and ultracapacitors are used as
an energy source of the system. As well-detailed explanation can be seen on the
research part, ultracapacitor simply has excellent stability and performance on this
particular condition. Ultracapacitor usage also allows the users enjoy their day
without being interfered due to dead battery issue, as ability to be recharged
instantly makes the ultracapacitors unique in that area. Ultracapacitors have the
necessary energy stored for going downhill once, but it needs to be recharged.

Goggles and Earphones
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Earphones enhance the experience to another level with audio effects. They
are particularly important when it comes to education mode because of the fact
that getting instant feedback is the essence of it. However, the importance of audio
effects cannot be underestimated in every other game and it increases the quality
of the experience by a big margin.
rotational rate. Magnetometer is
included as a heading reference.
Having a sensor for each axis makes
the measurement as precise as
possible. With all the data collecting,
the vest can easily measure the
changes in linear and angular velocity,
orientation or position. Skadi gives
users the chance to enjoy the games
without even realizing this superb
Vest

system working around them as well
as take a look at their game history

Vest has sensors on it to gather as

and how they did in terms of numbers.

much and precise information as

However, the vest is at its best when it

possible. These inertial measurement

comes to education mode: Skadi can

sensors consist of accelerometer,

tell you the perfect body posture and

magnetometer, barometer and

skiing methods during your

gyroscope. Accelerometers can

self-learning period. Vest is capable

detect linear acceleration of the body

of analyzing the moves, technique,

while gyroscopes can detect

flips, tricks or given tasks and
obstacles.
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Conclusion
Skadi offers a unique experience to the skiing world: No interruption
because of battery-related issues. Using battery to power up when the weather is
cold comes with stability problems as regular batteries are not manufactured to
work stable in extreme situations to begin with.
On the other hand, dead battery is the shortest horror story of our age and it
perfectly summarizes our dependency on energy along with how it seamlessly has
been a vital part of our lives. Combined version of extreme weather conditions and
dead battery is even a tougher case to be solved outdoors and not only
interruption, but it can easily make people stop what they do at that moment and
call it a day.

Skadi Cycle
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Skadi is, in that sense, is not only a service platform exclusively for mountain
skiing. In bigger picture, it is an idea of how we can change the interaction between
ourselves and energy sources, how we can change the relationship between
ourselves and outdoor conditions, and essentially how we can change our lives
going forward. Skadi is open to development on all aspects including new
generation games or better-equipped wearables that provide elite quality. There is
no reason to think otherwise that what looks like a mountain skiing experience
today can very well be the starting point of how we can change the work of
fishermen or construction workers and provide them a better work environment.
Skadi offers an unforgettable mountain skiing experience, but the core idea behind
it offers much more.
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